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Kickstart the VMware Cloud on AWS hybrid cloud experience with a time-bound, single-host configuration, at less
than the price of 2-host VMware Cloud on AWS offering. This new consumption option is designed for customers

who want to prove the value of VMware Cloud on AWS in their environments before scaling to the production
environment. Purchase hourly on-demand payable via US based credit cards or via VMware credit funds.

Seamlessly scale-up at any time: At the completion of your 60 days time-bound offering, your single host SDDC
will reset. However, you can easily scale-up to the minimum 2-host purchase and continue your cloud expansion
without losing any of your data before the time period ends. Take advantage of capabilities that do not require

multiple hosts within your VMware Cloud on AWS SDDC, such as cloud migration, evaluating disaster recovery as a
service add-on, and hybrid linked mode. Instant Clones enables Veeam customers to perform a deep VM clone of a
virtual machine on any host in the vSphere vCenter Server pool, including the ESXi and vCenter hosts on which a
vCenter Server is installed. Instant Clones can be used to reproduce the VM for disaster recovery or to create a

new VM for testing purposes. Veeam Backup & Replication (Veeam B&R) keeps the VM up and running during the
clone process and optimizes the clone process to minimize downtime for the application. Additionally, Veeam B&R

offers a data recovery service for the cloned VM so that any recovery or testing needs can be fulfilled on the
instant VM. VMware Site Recovery is an all-flash-based, cloud-based DR service. It provides a single logical view of
on-premises and VMware Cloud on AWS resources. Site Recovery is used for cost recovery, application recovery,
VM migration, and disaster recovery. It can be used by running VM backups to an on-premises vSphere vCenter

Server and replicating those VMs to the VMware Cloud on AWS platform.
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your hard drive to fail. to
make sure that recover

my files has been
properly installed, you

can click on the recover
my files icon on your

desktop and then click
on the "start" button. a
file recovery wizard will

be displayed on your
computer. click on "next"

to proceed with the
installation of recover
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